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Innovation and Job Instruction (TLE) is one of the learning ranges of the Secondary Education Curriculum utilized in Philippine secondary schools. As a subject in high school, its component regions are Home Economics, Agri-Fishery Arts, Industrial Arts, and Information and Communication Technology.

This scholastic teaches joins in its educational programs as numerous related life’s abilities that will aid the students succeed autonomously in their chosen career ways. Through this program, one will demonstrate his substance all through the life expectancy.

One of the ranges in TLE is the Home Economics which is emphasized on individual advancement, choice making, and intrapersonal abilities. Taking courses in TLE/Home Economics at school permit students to secure the vital choice making, social, and communicative aptitudes which are vital for word related victory.

TLE presents the students to a wide assortment of potential career ways. Students gotten to be mindful of all the career openings relating to each space as well as being instructed to the aptitudes related with them.

In expansion, within the unused instructive structure, the K-12 program where courses in TLE/Home Financial matters are advertised, students can get certificates of Competencies (COC) or National Certificate 1 or 2. COCs and NCs, given out by TESDA nowadays are qualifications that youthful individuals may win in arrange to be utilized by companies.

The Technology and Livelihood Education/ Home Economics will be the students’ ticket for them to achieve their prospect work instantly after graduation.
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